Study of multiple unfolding trajectories and unfolded states of the protein GB1 under the physical property space.
Forty nine molecular dynamics simulations of unfolding trajectories of the segment B1 of streptococcal protein G (GB1) provide a direct demonstration of the diversity of unfolding pathway and give a statistically utmost unfolding pathway under the physical property space. Twelve physical properties of the protein were chosen to construct a 12-dimensional property space. Then the 12-dimensional property space was reduced to a 3-dimensional principle component property space. Under the property space, the multiple unfolding trajectories look like "trees", which have some common characters. The "root of the tree" corresponds to the native state, the "bole" homologizes the partially unfolded conformations, and the "crown" is in correspondence to the unfolded state. These unfolding trajectories can be divided into three types. The first one has the characters of straight "bole" and "crown" corresponding to a fast two-state unfolding pathway of GB1. The second one has the character of "the standstill in the middle tree bole", which may correspond to a three-state unfolding pathway. The third one has the character of "the circuitous bole" corresponding to a slow two-state unfolding pathway. The fast two-state unfolding pathway is a statistically utmost unfolding pathway or preferred pathway of GB1, which occupies 53% of 49 unfolding trajectories. In the property space all the unfolding trajectories construct a thermal unfolding pathway ensemble of GB1. The unfolding pathway ensemble resembles a funnel that is gradually emanative from the native state ensemble to the unfolded state ensemble. In the property space, the thermal unfolded state distribution looks like electronic cloud in quantum mechanics. The unfolded states of the independent unfolding simulation trajectories have substantial overlaps, indicating that the thermal unfolded states are confined by the physical property values, and the number of protein unfolded state are much less than that was believed before.